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Modeling conventional reservoirs has been a standard reservoir characterization practice for 

decades, commonly used to reduce quantify reservoir uncertainty and estimate volumetrics. 

However, unconventional shale reservoirs have been poorly characterized from a modeling-

workflow perspective, as most shales only have a few years of history.  Due to its thick succession 

(>300m), Vaca Muerta seismic data differs from most unconventional shales, in that it can resolve 

internal stratigraphic architecture and stratal patterns with remarkable details.  Additionally, 

seismic inverted acoustic impedance data has proven to be a good tool for predicting rock types 

both areally and vertically. 

Based on 3D seismic interpretation, well logs on >150 vertical wells, and core data, we built a 

structural & stratigraphic framework for Vaca Muerta’s prograding section (toe-foresets) of Loma 

Campana Field, testing both Volume-based modeling (VBM) and Pillar gridding techniques.  As 

part of the static model populating process, we defined 8 well-based electrofacies which were 

successfully correlated to 3D seismic impedance data.  Low acoustic impedance (AI) values are 

proxy for Vaca Muerta facies associations with High TOC & porosity, whereas High acoustic 

impedance correlates to tight-calcareous Quintuco facies associations.  As a result, we obtained 

8 AI seismic facies linked to discrete rock properties, that were used to propagate facies in the 

3D model using SIS with trends.  Although correlation coefficients are lower towards the base, 

they increase towards Vaca Muerta’s clinoform toe and foresets (prograding section). 

Integration of multiple scales of data allowed us to build a robust static model, with a strong facies 

control based on well electrofacies and 3D seismic acoustic impedance data.  Particularly, we 

were able to predict 8 rock types, understand their 3D distribution, and distinguish between 

carbonate-rich regressive progrades and organic-rich transgressive progrades. what allowed us 

to be more predictive in proposing and identifying optimum landing points for horizontal wells in 

Loma Campana Block.   

 


